
Unison is a market leading platform with the ability to link various vendors’ security systems 
in an efficient way. Unison uses the latest technology and offers a powerful and user friendly 
solution that suits all types of businesses and organizations. 

PACOM UNISON 
PACOM Unison is designed to provide easily managed integrated systems for all kinds of businesses. This makes Unison 
suitable for organizations and customers with high demands on flexibility and ease of use. Unison cleverly acts as a “bridge” 
between the sub-systems.  

OPC DA  
OPC DA (Data Access) client acts as an interpreter between Unison and third-party systems, which provides the ability to 
connect many different types of OPC compliant devices (such as fire detectors, cameras, etc.) to Unison since most OPC 
servers supports OPC DA. Unison can thus receive data and information from third-party systems in a standardized and 
consistent manner.

DATASHEET
UNISON  –  OPC DA 

Status fire inputs

Status burglar inputs

Status fault inputs

Status camera inputs

Status info inputs

Status generic inputs

Status outputs

Status OPC system

Auto generation/reading of existing tags 

Validation of OPC-nodes to mark invalid/
unused nodes 
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 PART NUMBER TYPE CODE DESCRIPTION
110 001 001 USN-STD Unison Standard. Includes support for one Unison client workstation.

110 001 002 USN-ENT Unison Enterprise. Includes support for one Unison client workstation.

110 002 002 USN-ALM Unison Alarm Module. Includes support for 50 alarm points.

110 003 002 USN-ALM-50 Unison license for 50 additional alarm points.

ID tags -  ID tags are created to represent the OPC units’ unique ID in the OPC server. These are then used 
to interact with the device. 
Tailored input nodes - The input nodes have event properties which can be tailored to determine when a 
certain event takes place.
Automatic upload - Supports automatic upload and linking of OPC data fields to Unison.

Classic  OPC DA v2.0 (Integer Types) 

Unison Version 5.7.2
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